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Abstract Recent experiments that use radiation pressure in microcavities either to create micro-wave-rate

mechanical oscillations, or to cool a mechanical degree of freedom to cryogenic temperatures are
overviewed. The implication of these results for new science is discussed.

Recent years have witnessed a series of developments at the intersection of two, previously distinct

subjects. Optical microcavities and micro (nano) mechanical resonators, each a subject in its own right with
a rich scientific and technological history [1,2], have, in a sense, become entangled experimentally. The
results have implications in a wide range of subjects including improved gravity wave detection [3] and new
tests of quantum theory [4]. They also suggest the beginning of an exciting period of experimental science.
Central to these new results have been two device geometries that enable structural coexistence of
micro-mechanical and optical resonators. In one geometry, a micro-cantilever mechanical resonator also
functions as a mirror in a high-finesse optical cavity. In a second, opto-mechanical coexistence takes the
form of a micron-scale silica toroid that exhibits both high-Q radio-frequency mechanical resonances and
optical resonances with Q's as high as 500 million [5]. In both cases, the pressure of photons circulating
within the optical resonator couples the mechanical and optical degrees of freedom. Although the static
effect of this coupling was measured nearly two decades ago [6], there exist dynamical phenomena that have
only recently been observed and that enable new, opto-mechanical physics. The first of these is the onset of
regenerative mechanical oscillation caused by radiation pressure. This so-called parametric instability [3]
was first observed in silica microtoroids [7] and the resulting mechanical oscillations have now been
observed from radio-frequency to micro-wave rates. This oscillation phenomenon is a manifestation of the
more general principle of dynamic back action [3], and has a counterpart in which laser cooling of the
mechanical mode is possible [3,7]. Recent demonstrations of cooling to Kelvin temperatures by this method
[8] and by a related method of feedback cooling [9] will be briefly reviewed.
In addition to providing a powerful set of tools for nano-mechanics [2], these results establish a
new direction of basic studies in opto-mechanics. Beyond the new science, cooling and regenerative
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oscillation on a silicon chip (as in the case of a microtoroid) can one-day enable new applications in micro-

chip technologies.

Figure. Rendering of a toroidal optical resonator exhibiting mechanical oscillation driven by radiation
pressure. Black line is fiber taper waveguide used to couple the CWpump wave.
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